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SLIDE 1 
« It is not only fire that burns the books:  

the expurgator, a bibliophile or a bibliophobe? »1 
 

1. 

To cross the issues of bibliophilia and censorship is quite challenging as, at first sight, the terms 

are antagonic (but not so much in our times: people do collect censored books, the price of 

which is high). Moreover, most of the approaches in censorship studies deal, on one hand, with 

the hermeneutics of text making and unmaking, and on the other hand, with the history of 

prohibitions. My investigations focus on the expurgation censorship, that is with the practical 

and material consequences of the concrete relationship between censors and books. This 

relationship is widely documented thanks to the analysis of the extant copies in the libraries.  

To adopt a provisional definition, bibliophilia, or amor librorum, refers to an activity of 

collecting books for their rarity. There were censored censors, censored bibliophiles but, so far, 

I am not aware of expurgators bibliophiles2. Joining bibliophilia and censorship also entails a 

level of psychological paradox which can be exemplified by  the public censor who in private 

breaks the rules. So, our question is: as no case of expurgator bibliophile is known, could we 

trace this kind of subjectivity through the censor’s tasks based on a direct and material 

relationship with books? 

 

2. A good way to address our question is the stylistic approach to the prevailing deletion 

procedure, that is ink erasures3. Consulting a great number of expurgated copies led me to 

various typological classifications. Regarding the style of deletions, we have the opposition 

legible/illegible combined with a scale from full to reduced legibility. These examples show 

three of the principal situations:  

(SLIDE 2: good legibility  

SLIDE 3: some attention is necessary  

SLIDE 4: illegibility with a hole of burnt paper due to the ferrogallic ink). 

When Dov Front, a doctor and collector of early modern expurgated books, studied their ink 

deleted passages, he attempted to explain “what irritated the censor” or “the friar-expurgator” 

4. Doing this, his approach was falling within a psychological framework. In fact, the very great 

majority of deletions are nothing but the achievement of institutional instructions listed in 

expurgative indexes. Henceforth, the censor’s activity is by no way arbitrary neither obeys to 

personal feelings or preferences5. 
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In general terms, deletions are made in conformity with the rules. Different hands achieved the 

task of textual suppression using a standard style as in the following cases  

SLIDE 5: rabbi Isaac ben Moses Arama on Isaac Sacrifice (BMLy),  

SLIDE 6: Jerónimo Román (NLScot), 

 SLIDE 7: François Rabelais unicum of Pantagruel (BNF). By the way, standard strike through 

deletions became a stereotype for microcensoring. 

(SLIDE 8: ActuaLitté) 

 

3. In principle the related phenomena have to be analysed within this objective framework. In 

the general conception, books were useful objects, libraries were made for the public use 

(utilitas publica). A censor was an agent doing his job. The printed page (and also manuscripts) 

was submitted to symbolic and handwritten interventions made, most of the time, according to 

legal instructions. On the point of view of the censor, a book was a succession of words, a part 

of which had been declared prohibited. Expurgated books were useful objects with, in the 

origin, a number of dangerous contents; therefore, they had to be cleansed so that they reached, 

thanks to variegated corrective interventions, a status of acceptable readibility.  

(SLIDE 9) The reader being the core target of microcensorship, it was critical to provide texts 

labelled secure, which was often signalled by the latin formula tuto lege, read safely.  

Expurgating was an operation of textual cleansing and word neutralisation towards orthodoxy 

in matters of faith and good manners. Censoring was not a game. But sometimes stylistical 

variation reached levels of spectacular. The cases I’ll show refer to Erasmus of Rotterdam texts 

that were made illegible not by black or brown ink but by watercolors. 

(SLIDE 10) In the first case, you can see that a few lines were removed with common ink and 

then the great part of the page with blue watercolor;  

(SLIDE 116) on the following, we can contemplate a very delicate two-tone covering of a letter 

by Erasmus in a 1538 edition of Ambrose. As in some ink deletions, the text-cleaner did not 

use a pen but a brush.  

Engravings can also be targetted. Have a look at these two very softly striked through portraits 

(SLIDE 12: Zacuto Lusitano,  

SLIDE 13: Sebastien Münster) and now this Erasmus  

(SLIDE 14): very spectacularly, the expurgator achieved a symbolic killing of one of the best 

enemies of the inquisitorial censorship. Be they “artistic”7, as above, or “hateristic”, I would 

say, these deviant censoring procedures cannot be explained on the same ground. But they 
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show to what extent deleting style can reflect the censors’s committment to annihilating 

dangerous contents or, so to speak, their passio delendarum  

(SLIDE 15). 

 

4. To conclude briefly, I’ll return to the notion of bibliophilia, rather, to philobiblia, referring 

to the Philobiblion. What most fascinated me according to Richard de Bury’s conception of 

the book is its total immunity to the question of censorship, although the author was born ten 

years after the decree of Tempier of 12778. His text is the luminous mirror of a completely 

fearless amor librorum.  

(SLIDE 16) Two centuries later, after the invention of the print, books turned to be as well 

objects of deep mistrust from a part of the literates, a factor of contagion that needed to be 

neutralised: the time had come of the temor librorum  

(SLIDE 17). Some expurgators may have exhibited their passion towards the textual 

orthodoxy, not their love for the printed pages and the books. (SLIDE 18: AL, BME) Counter-

censorship bibliophilia and librarian curating would follow in the 19th century through paper 

cleaning and text restitution and also for Heritage conservation… at least when it is possible,  

(SLIDE 19: Lemnius) on the contrary to this ink burnt page of a martyr copy.    

SLIDE 20 

 
1 En exergue : “Amor librorum, c'est là où tout a commencé et par quoi tout continue.”(Michel Simonin, L’Encre 
et la Lumière, Droz, 2004, p. 394.) 
2 Case of Bartolomeo Ferreira: pages to tear off (Chalcondyle BAJ).  
3 Other material procedures: incisions in or suppressions of the folio; paper + glue; glue only (Toronto). 
4 Respectively Front 1998: 530; Front 2001: 296. Cf. the use of the notion of intolerance to explain deletions. 
5 The issue of stylistic variability is highly fascinating but incertain. Other factors might explain it: the agent (level 
of professionalism among the theologians –rarely: a librarian, a reader); the period (18th cent.: less efficient? but 
see exp_Erasmus 1747). In my opinion, the “straussian” hypothesis of voluntary negligencies (hence high 
legibility) requires strong evidence. 
6 “Artistic censorship” signaled by Pearce Carefoot at the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library at the University of 
Toronto in 2012. Other case of “artistic censorship”, P. Vergile SCL. 
7 Owen Jones, 2012. 
8 Bianchi 1999, p. 217-220. 


